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Wood roses have long been traditionally Hawaiian, the name being derived from the resemblance
of the dried capsule to a rose carved from wood. The
baby wood rose (Argyreia nervosa Burm. f. Bojer.)
from India is a vigorous vine with large silverbacked, heart-shaped, pointed leaves. The lavendar
.flowers are downy and tubular and purple on the
inside. They bloom in clusters, at the ends of long
stems and develop into fruiting capsules.
A second but less common species, the transparent wood rose (Operculina turpethum (L.) S.
Manso), is found from the Mascarene Islands east
to Polynesia. Its narrow, ovate leaves and white
flowers are attached to angled and winged stems.
The fruiting capsule looks like a delicate copy of
the common wood rose with the seeds showing
through a transparent capsule. It is attractive and
perhaps has more market potential than the two
more common species.
The third, the common wood rose (Operculina
tuberosa L. Meisn), is originally from Ceylon. It is
a vigorous vine, known to have increased its length
as much as 12 inches in 24 hours. It bears a palmate, 5- to 7-pointed leaf. Flowers are brilliant yellow and funnel-like, resembling the "morning
glory." Flowers bloom early in the morning in
March and April in most regions and sometimes
again in the fall. Usually, about 3 months after the
petals fall, the seed capsules mature and form the
woody, brown-colored "roses."

This circular is a revision of Cooperative Extension Service Circular
284 (June 1950), by A. M. Hieronymus.
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USES
All of these wood roses are members of the
morning glory family. They are tropical and do not
Hower and produce mature capsules in temperate
regions. In Hawaii, they are vigorous growers and
become heavy, woody vines that flower profusely.
They make good plants to cover walls, fences, trellises, and any other support in the garden. Some
vines have been known to grow as much as 100 feet
long.
The main purpose for planting wood rose, however, is to cut, collect, and use the capsules in dried
arrangements. Large quantities are grown commercially and marketed both within the state and on
the mainland for this purpose. In fact, the dried
wood rose capsules are much better known as
Hawaiian products than many fresh flowers. The
transparent wood rose is not as well known and consequently, not as widely grown.
Although the baby and the common wood roses
are both popular in arrangements, about three times
as many of the common wood roses are harvested
for market each year.
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CULTURE
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All wood roses may be grown in the same
manner.
Collect mature dried capsules from a heavily
bearing vine. Remove the seeds from the capsules.
File a small notch on the surface of each seed or
touch each seed with a red hot needle that has been
held in a flame. Immerse the seeds~ to~ inch deep
in rich sandy loam in a clay, plastic or metal flower
pot.
As soon as the stems begin to harden at the base,
usually when they have runners 1 to 2 feet long,
the plants should be placed in their permanent location. Fasten a wire, string, or wooden trellis near
the plant. Tie a soft nylon or cotton cord around
the base of the plant, wrap the stem upward in a
spiral and fasten the cord firmly to the trellis to protect the tender vine from w i n d and mechanical
injury.
Wood roses will grow in full sunlight in a wide
variety of soils in fairly dry areas at altitudes up to
2,000 feet. They respond to two applications per
year of a cupful of lawn fertilizer (e.g., 15:15:15)
per plant. Shallow cultivation to control weeds and
an even supply of water help to produce vigorous,
heavily bearing vines. To rejuvenate the vines,
remove the present year's growth immediately after
harvesting the capsules.
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Baby wood rose (Argyreia nervosa Burm. f. Bojer), transparent wood rose
(Operculina turpethum (L.) S. Manso), common wood rose (Operculina tuberosa L. Meisn).

LEFT TO RIGHT:

INSECTS AND DISEASES
While injury from insects is rarely serious, adult
Chinese rose beetles and Fuller rose beetles have
been known to damage the foliage of the wood
rose plant. If these insects are present in large numbers, spray with any garden insecticide, following
directions on the label.
If red spiders injure the foliage, spray with a
miticide (e.g., Kelthane, Tedion) or dust with powdered sulfur.
Mildew and some other fungus diseases sometimes damage the foliage and maturing capsules.
To control these diseases, spray with a fungicide
(e.g., Captan, Maneb). As soon as the capsules
have turned white with a slight browning on the
margins of the sepals, cut them and squeeze out
excess moisture, then dry rapidly. This helps reduce
fungus injury on the drying capsule. Higaki and
Ota O have shown that dipping the dried capsules at
the time of harvest in Phaltan 50 at 2 teaspoons per
gallon of water, or P.C.P. at 2.6 oz. per gallon of
water, prevents the growth of fungus for at least
6 months.

•cooperative Extension Service Leaflet, Hilo ( May 15, 1963).
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CUTTING AND CURING THE CAPSULES
When the unopened capsules become whitish,
they should be cut for drying. Leave enough stem
for easy handling when making arrangement. By
removing plenty of stem growth, the amount of
pruning is reduced. After all the capsules are harvested, cut back the remaining vine severely to stimulate new growth for the next crop.
For further drying and opening, place the unopened capsules on a rack of poultry wire in a dry,
well-ventilated building. Unopened capsules should
be hung upside down so that they will not discolor,
excess water will drain out, and the pods will open
uniformly. Sections of the stem may be straightened, twisted, or tied so they will dry and become
rigid in a desired position.
Aerosol sprays of plastics, lacquers and latex
paint may be used to coat the wood rose. These
sprays help preserve the capsules, accentuate their
rich, wood-like texture, or color them as decorative
arrangements for some special occasion.

NoTE:: For convenience, it is often necessary to use brand or trade
names of products, equipment, materials, and manufacturers in this
publication. No endorsement of named products is intended nor is
any criticism implied of other products that are not mentioned.
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The Hawaii Cooperative Extension Service provides equal opportunities in
its programs and employment.
Hawaii residents may order single copies of publications free of charge from
county offices. Quantities of any one publication are sold at cost. Quotations will be furnished on written request to Agricultural Publications and
Information Office, College of Tropical Agriculture, 2500 Dole Street,
Krauss Hall Room 107, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822. Price per copy to bulk
users, 20~ per copy.
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